CD disc printing video link:
http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XNzkyNDcwNTk2.html
PVC cards printing video link:
http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XNzQ3OTM0MTQ0.html
Export quality! Epson L800 high speed and quality Auto CD/DVD/PVC printer.(Export for Europe
and America version)
Standard Equipment:
1. 1set CISS for CD printer use
2. 50pcs CD/DVD tray
3. 1pc PVC card Tray
4. 20pcs PVC white blank cards
The 2014 Europe and American version auto CD printer main features and improvements:
1) Use the exclusive comprehensive integrated sensor(original imported ) for the tray down falling
and promoting action.Completely solved the problems shaking by delivery or prolonged use.
2) Replace the native feed sensor(Mechanical action) with the exclusive comprehensive
integrated sensor(original imported).
3) Change the chip of the mainboard upgraded to native L800 models,use L800 drivers.
4) L800 dedicated CISS, cartridge without chips and dampers, no need cumbersome chip
identification, even if there is no cartridge in the ink driver,the ink lamp of the printer will not light.
It’s very magical!
5) The cartridge is same as a damper, creativity no have front and back ink chamber.Pull the ink
from CIIS,prevent the excessive air in the cartridge from break the printing.
6) The cartridge is same as a damper, It’s above 80% lighter then normal cartridge,to reduce the ink

vehicle spindle and belt motor load and prolong the service life of the printer.
7) After filled with ink and installed vertically,the CISS ink tank nature pressure will be
balance,reduced the wrong operation.Super large ink capacity of 80ml/color, for printing
thousands of disks you just need one time ink refilling.
8) Free reset software for inks,you can reset the ink level to 100% in any time,no half disc printing
situation!Help customers reduce to wast about 200pcs discs every month.
9) Replace the three stainless steel pillars with four petal type tray under the hopper,the tray will
centered automatically when it fall down.
Personal development and production,absolute factory prices,5 years experience of developing Auto
CD/DVD/PVC printer
Ensure secondary development modification from original and new Epson T50/R270 printer,The
T50 printer has been converted into L800 printer without CISS chips.Fully compatible with Epson
Print CD software, CorelDraw/Adobe Illustrator image editing software.
Quality mode:80s/pc(photo resolution, CD/DVD);
Speed mode:30s/pc(Photo resolution,Epson photo quality ink jet);
1set ink(6 colors,100ml per color) can print about 4000-5000pcs CD/DVD disc.
Automatic continuous feed tray out tray.
We will calibrated the head nozzle by special tool to keep high printing resolution before out of the
factory for everything printer.

1.Special tool calibration nozzle

2. All steel double staving varnish to anti-rust.

3. Imported Omron components. Put the circuit control board & the total power and power of thread
plug structure separate.

4.CD tray

5. PVC tray

6. One-time molding buckle disc(to make more stable)

7. Tray thickness is 2.8mm

The best 2.8mm thickness CD printer tray in China,precision injection molding,super flat and thin,
do not slanted when loading disc 50pcs once,use the tray patent three jaw to make the disc stable, it’s
easy to transfer and take the disc, it will not rotate and fall off when it printing,do not chuck
tray,reduce waste of misprinting,beyond the original Epson disc tray,Compatible 12CM, 8CM,
business cards and special-shaped discs.

Unique patented buckle design PVC tray,four snaps to make the pvc card stable,precision injection
molding.Other craving PVC tray will be arch in the center of the card when too tight and will not
fixed the cards when it too loose.

